HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC BOX W/ LOCKING LID

PVC UNION SCH. 80
FINISH GRADE 1/2" BELOW

PVC PIPE

PVC ELL-SXT

PVC FITTING-SXSXS
PVC LATERAL-FROM RCV
PVC Emitter Sublateral

BRICK UNDERNEATH EACH CORNER (TYP.)

SENNINGER PRESET PRESSURE REGULATOR
PVC UNION SCH. 80
TYP. 2" GRANITE MULCH WHERE SHOWN ON PLAN

1/2"
PVC ELL-SXT
PVC PIPE

SEAL OPENINGS AND BOTTOM WITH GEOTEXTILE FABRIC

PEA GRAVEL SUMP (1-CU. FT. EACH)

ALL PIPE SCH. 40 EXCEPT SCH. 80 UNIONS

PRESSURE REGULATOR RISER

NTS